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Hambleside should
be your clear choice
We have been assisting commercial printers for over 40 years in West Africa, giving
Hambleside International the experience that
matters when you are purchasing your next
printing equipment.
Operating in the supply of used and reconditioned printing equipment for so many years,
has given us the opportunity to develop outstanding relationships with major used equipment suppliers here in the UK and in Europe.
This relationship has allowed us to have first
knowledge of equipment currently available

and coming available at end of lease.
Collectively, we have a large choice of equipment available to offer you that our competitors have not.
We can provide you with used pre-press
equipment, offset printing equipment or finishing equipment, that will best meet your needs
now and in the future. All offered with training,
installation and warranty.
It is best to contact us directly with your
equipment needs as we can only advertise a
small amount of equipment available on our
website.
We look forward to helping you!

For Sale: HighWater Factory Refurbished
Python + Height Blue Amber
We currently have a HighWater Factory Refurbished Python CtP with: CtP Management
Software, New Version 10 Harlequin Rip, PC Server, Heights Blue Amber 85 Gum Wash
Manufactured 2012, Plate Stacker, plus an outstanding 6 months parts warranty 2 year laser
warranty
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Leading
Support
Hambleside brings you the leading
support and supplies in the industry with
unique expertise in a wide range of print
consumables and printing technologies,
equipment and parts provision.

For further information on this equipment, please contact our International Sales Manager
Stephen Harris on +44 (0)2392 354930 or e-mail stephen@hambleside.co.uk
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Our UK based Customer Care
Specialists, Technicians, and Field
Engineers are networked to provide
you with expert service and timely local
support to maximize your production
and keep your printing operation at peak
performance.

First Rehoboth, is proud to announce the company’s latest investment
with the purchase of a complete ECRM Mako computer to plate system.
First Rehoboth CEO Adetola Olabajo took delivery ahead of schedule on
March 25th 2015. Company owner Adetola Olabajo said: “This ECRM CtP system
will help us respond to the increasing demand for faster and better quality plates also
eliminating the need of film. Hambleside have been excellent from the start of our talks,
they offered the best possible advice, price, and service and support also the ECRM
Mako’s technical features and specifications meet our and our customers’ demands.
This April will see the CTP system completely installed and the operators fully trained.
This investment was very necessary to allow the company to increase its capacity
to meet our growing customer demand. Apart from our own production work, we
will be offering a very economical and fast plate making service to printers in Lagos.
Stephen Harris our International Sales Manager said “The decision for First Rehoboth
to buy a CtP system from Hambleside International is another endorsement of the
company’s expertise and knowledge in the pre press area, we are confident that Detola
will be delighted with his new investment, Any company looking to invest in Computer
to plate systems should make Hambleside their first choice, we offer many different ctp
solutions and sell what is best for your companies requirements now and in the future”

www.hambleside-international.co.uk
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Hambleside has proudly been supplying the West African Print Market for over 40 years

“At Hambleside International we always strive to continue be the very best in what we do”

HOT DEAL!! Hambleside
CTP Scrappage Scheme

Simply the best way to
match PANTONE Colours

Refurbished Large Format
Printers

Hambleside wants to help customers upgrade their pre-press sys- At Hambleside we only select the best used and refurbished Large
tems with the introduction and launch of the Hambleside
Format Printers to be resold. All printers are thoroughly tested and
Imagesetter scrappage scheme.
checked before shipping and come with limited of warranty.
Huge savings are available when you scrap your old imagesetter
and buy a CTP system from Hambleside. If you currently own a
Imagesetter that is old, broken, high maintenance, irreparable,
rendered useless due to obsolete parts or becoming expensive to
run then it qualifies for the Hambleside Scrappage Scheme.

We currently have access to 50 refurbished machines, from HP,
Epson, Canon all at great prices. Our stock availability changes
weekly so please call us with your requirements. For very little price
you could be adding another print service to your business.

If you register an interest on our website - to replace your image- For pricing and availability, please contact us on:
setter in 2015 with a Hambleside CTP System, you could receive +44 (0)2392 354930 or email stephen@hambleside.co.uk
a contribution towards your CTP system. Because CTP technology is now widely accepted globally, the market of the traditional
plate making equipment and the consumable materials are greatly
shrinking.
The manufacturing of film related equipment has slowed down
or stopped altogether. This affects a range of equipment including
the imagesetters, film processors, plate processors, plate exposure
systems. According to some industry experts, film production will
no longer exist in the future with some major global manufactures
already pulling out of film manufacture.

A Wide Choice of Printing
Blankets for your presses
The choice of printing and
coating blankets plays a
crucial role in determining
the quality of the finished
printed product.

Hambleside has a diverse
selection of high quality
printing blankets and coating blankets designed to
achieve the perfect printed image and enhance
Whilst conventional methods using film are declining and the process of printing on
internationally renowned pre-press suppliers and plate manufactur- presses.
ers have all developed full line of CTP products.
Exact dot reproduction; rich, even solids; quick sheet and web
Computer to Plate technology’s time has come. It was only just release; and reduced piling - all of this is achieved with the aid of
over 14 years ago when 2 or 3 major vendors globally were Hambleside blankets. Excellent smash resistance and gauge stability
offering ctp solutions, today there are over 40 different solutions to guarantee top performance. And this quality pays off, as printers
move away from film.
who use optimum printing and coating blankets work much more
Be careful talking to any supplier that can only offer one type of CTP efficiently and economically!
Conventional plate production featured by imagesetter, film and PS
plate will not be able to keep its position in pre-press industry for
much longer, the sales turnover of computer to plate machines and
related products such as inkjet imaging systems are experiencing
tremendous growth globally.

solution it may not be the best one for your company. Hambleside Additional value from Hambleside includes technical information on
can offer different CTP solutions that will best suit your requirement machine packing requirements and torquing numbers.
now and in the future.

Film & CTP Plates

Hambleside offers a huge selection of popular Agfa Film / Plates,
Kodak & Fuji Plates. Please contact us with your
enquiry on +44 (0)2392 354930 or stephen@hambleside.co.uk

facebook.com/HamblesideLimited
								

Printers Technical Guide

Get your FREE copy now by signing up to our weekly E-mail offers and updates. Go to http://eepurl.com/30hpD

The PANTONE Formula Scale 3+ has
even more features.
These scales enables you to create
and save up to 100
of you own custom
formulas from
PANTONE Bases, so
you can easily repeat
mixes you have de-

The PANTONE Formula Scales have been designed specifically for
mixing inks to match PANTONE Colours. They are easy to use,
accurate, and tough enough to stand up to the ink room environment. They have been proven by thousands of printers around the
world to deliver substantial benefits.

Whatever the size of your printing operation, or your requirements
for special colours, there is a PANTONE Formula Scale to suit your
requirements. Not only will it offer you great convenience, help veloped for particular customers.
you to improve and maintain colour quality, but is almost certain to
There is also a high resolution weighing mode to cope with those
save you money as well.
difficult mixes with very small components. This model is supplied
The key is the unique combination of accurate digital weighing scales with either 5kg or 10 kg weighing capacity.
and computerized electronics, with all of the PANTONE Formulas
stored in the scale memory. You just key in the PANTONE Num- For applications where you have many of your own formulas, the
ber and quantity of ink required, then step through the weighing PANTONE Formula Scale 3i is fully programmable. As you would
sequence - the PANTONE Formula Scale does the rest. The exact expect, it comes ready programmed with all of the PANTONE Foramount of each base ink required is calculated automatically, and mulas, but it will also store as many as 30,000 custom formulas, in
the amount to add is shown on the display. You just add the base up to 64 different ink systems.
ink until the display shows zero.
FREE PC based ‘Formula Master’ software is provided enable you
Repeat for each of the components of the mix and you are finished. to enter and build up your own databases of colour ink formulaIt’s as simple as that! PANTONE Formula Scales are very easy to tions, then to download them to the scale. You can then enjoy the
operate, with simple on-screen instructions, and include compre- convenience and accuracy of using the PANTONE Formula Scale
hensive error checking to make sure the mix is correct. There is for mixing any colour ink for which you have a formula - no matter
even a progress bar to provide a quick visual check, so you can get what it is or the ink system and bases used.
close to the right amount of each base ink addition very quickly.
Not only do the PANTONE Formula Scales do a superb job of
PANTONE Formula Scale 3 Printshop LC. We offer a range of
formulating inks, but they also offer considerable savings compared
models starting with the
with other methods of achieving custom mixes.
new low cost PANTONE
Formula Scale 3 - PrintFor pricing and availability, please contact us on:
shop LC. This is designed
+44 (0)2392 354936 or email stephen@hambleside.co.uk
for smaller mixes, up to
1kg, and will be perfect
for a small jobbing printer,
or high street print shop,
where small mixes and
fast turnaround are the order of the day.

A name you can depend on!

All the latest PANTONE Formula Scale 3 models have a number
advanced features, and are programmed with the formulas for
ALL printable PANTONE Solid Colours. The scales come ready
programmed with all of the colours in the PANTONE Formula Guide (even the fluorescents), plus those found in the latest
versions of PANTONE Metallic Formula Guide and the PANTONE
Pastel Formula Guide. Now all PANTONE Formula Scale 3 Models
are programmed with the latest PANTONE Goe™System Colour
Range.

Providing high quality and innovative products we can create real
value for our customers.

Combine this with our industry knowledge detailed understanding
of our products and 40 years supplying the West African printing
market you have a supplier that can make a significant difference to
any printer who is looking to gain a technical advantage at a
PANTONE Formula Scale Model PFS3With 5kg mixing capacity, competitive price in a challenging print market.
the standard PANTONE Formula Scale 3 will be ideal for most Visit www.hambleside-international.co.uk or contact us with your
medium sized printers with an eye for quality results, and a wide enquiry to see how we can help.
range of customer requirements.

www.hambleside-international.co.uk
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